Abstract. It is shown that a control system in R" is asymptotically controllable to the origin if and only if there exists a positive definite continuous functional of the states whose derivative can be made negative by appropriate choices of controls.
1. Introduction. Lyapunov techniques have long been used in studying control problems for a system k(t)=f(x(t), u(t)): Controlling so as to diminish the value of a suitable positive definite function is an obvious way of achieving stabilization, and feedback laws can be analyzed through the use of such a function--see for instance the books Barbashin [1970] , Lefschetz [1965] and Letov [1961] . Sometimes one considers Lyapunov functions in conjunction with other techniques, like the analysis of sliding modes--see for instance Utkin [1977] ; in these and other applications, the natural Lyapunov functions are often nondifferentiable.
In this paper we deal with the relation between the property of asymptotic controllability (every state can be driven, asymptotically, to a desired state "0", plus a local condition) and the existence of a positive definite continuous function V whose derivative can be made negative by appropriate choices of controls. If not only is the system asymptotically controllable but in fact there is a (suitable smooth) feedback law K(.) such that the closed loop system (t) =f(x(t) , K(x(t) )) is asymptotically stable, then an inverse Lyapunov theorem can be applied to this closed loop system in order to obtain a V as above. Inverse Lyapunov results for classical (no control) systems have a long history themselves, with important contributions by Persidski, Malkin, Massera and others; a good reference is Hahn [1978] . In general, however, a continuous K fails to exist, even for very simple systems--see for instance the discussion in Sontag and Sussmann [1980] mso such an argument cannot be applied to conclude the existence of V.
The main result of this paper is that, for asymptotically controllable systems, a V as above always exists. We allow relaxed ("chattering") controls when testing the derivative of V. (Since relaxed directions belong to the convex hull of ordinary ones, the latter suffice in the C case.) The proof will be based on a combination of some basic optimal control concepts and classical Lyapunov techniques (in particular, those of Zubov [1964] A special element "0" is distinguished in U, and the state x 0 of X is an equilibrium point, i.e., f(0, 0)= 0. The map f is locally Lipschitz in (x, u) . [u(t) [, in R.
(The notation Ilx will be used also for the Euclidean norm on X, but this should cause no confusion.) For details on relaxed controls, see Warga [1972] , or the (very clear) presentation in Gamkrelidze [1978] ; the paper Arstein [1978] summarizes most of the needed facts.
There is a natural definition of solution of (2.1) when relaxed (rather than ordinary) controls are used; see the above references for details. The solution at time for the initial condition x(0)= : and control w will be denoted by x(t; , w) (0, , w) such that x(t; q, v) is well-defined for any (t, r, v) in Y. Further, if this solution is known to be defined for 0 <-t <_-T, then the map (t, rl, v) (-co) (3.9) [Ix(t; z(T), )11 < _->0.
Concatenating the restriction of u to [0, T] with this v, one concludes that for each z in H(c) there is some (ordinary) control with the resulting trajectory having Ilz(t)ll<,-1 for all t>= T() while keeping [Iz(t)ll<,/a for all t. (Note that the input to be applied in order to achieve this depends on the particular z; for the original u there may be no neighborhood on which this controllability is achieved.) The H() cover the ball of radius e; pick a finite subcover. Let T := largest of the T() for this subcover. With all b := k the sequences {eg}, {be}, {Ti} satisfy the requirements for < 0.
We now define the sequences for -> 0, by induction on increasing i. Assume that eg, b_ and Tg_l have been already defined (recall for the first step that e0=1/2). By property (i) in the definition of a.c., it follows that for each : with I1 :11--< , there exists some u and some T= T(:) with Ilx(T)ll<e,-=. By induction, it is possible to control x(T) in such a way as to stay in the ball of radius e-l. These further controls can be chosen with Ilvll<b,-1. An argument like the one in the previous paragraph gives a fixed T such that each state as above is controlled to by appropriate choice of controls. Further, all these controls are obtained by concatenating one of a finite number of controls u. (finite subcover argument) with controls with Let be be larger than b_ and all llu;ll, To complete the induction step we need to define e+. Consider the set (3.10) {x(t; :, u)l]l:ll_-< /, Ilull<-bi, O<-t<-_ Ti}.
Since this set is compact, it is contained in the interior of some ball of radius ei/a.
For simplicity of future arguments, we shall assume that the sum of the Ti, < 0, is infinite; larger Ti's can always be chosen in the above constructions. This completes Part 1. Let po := e_. Take Ix'R+--> R to be any continuous nondecreasing function having (p) bo for 0 _-< p _-< po, tx (+c) +, and such that, for all i, (3.12) tz(p)>=b forp in (e_,e] . (3.12) . Also, IIx(t)ll < +1 for all t_->0, and by (3.11) also We now need only establish property (iv) . Assume first that I111 < , with i=-1.
Then r(llll) 0, and the above construction insures that IIx (t)ll < e_; when is in [tj, ti+] . By (3.13) , property (iv) R (, (c) if R(, w) <R(,K()) for some w, then [Ix(t; , w)[[_-<O([[[[) for all t>-O and Ilwll_-< (1111); (d) for each a > 0 there is a 0 > 0 such that if R (, w Take now any with I1:11 <-J. When >-r(j), it follows from Lemma 3.8e(iv) that (3.27) Ilx(t; ,g())ll<m(t-z(llll))<-_m(t--(i)) and hence also ]lx(t)ll<m(O)--1 <(1) for these t. Thus, (3.28) / N,.(l[x(t) ll)dt I Na(llx(t)l[) dt (i) J,r (j) (by (3.24)), and by (3.27) this is less than (3.29) (1) | exp [-n(m(t-'(] )))] dr, (i) which equals (1). Since IIx(t; :, g(:) )ll <&(] N(llz(t) ll) dt < N(llx(t) ll) dt +-for the corresponding solution with z(0)= z, and such that also IIz(T)ll, By (3, 53) and (3.18b) (continuity at 0), V(z)< V()+e. This proves upper semicontinuity.
